One of popular methods in solving unconstrained optimization method is conjugate gradient methods (CG). This paper presents a new CG method based on combination of two classical CG methods. Global convergence properties play the important part in CG methods. Numerical result show that this new CG method is quite effective when measured based on number of iteration and CPU times.
Introduction
In recent years, optimization area is growing rapidly and new various approaches have been proposed. Optimization or mathematical programming is the best way to choose an alternative to solve mathematical model that involve maximum and minimum value. The conjugate gradient (CG) methods are famous because they only need low memory. The unconstrained optimization problem is stated as [2] , Hestenes-Steifel (HS) [3] , Liu-Storey (LS) [4] , Conjugate Descent (CD) [5] , Dai-Yuan (DY) [6] , and the latest by Rivaie-Mustafa-Ismail-Leong (RMIL) [7] as follows:
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The global convergence properties of CG methods gain many attention from researchers. Zoutendijk has proved that FR method possesses strong global convergence with exact line search but in real computation its performance is worse than the PR and HS methods [8] . Al-Baali extended the FR method in inexact line search [9] . For inexact line search, the Wolfe line search most preferred by researchers [10] . Hence, many inexact lines have been proposed: Goldstein [11] , Armijo [12] , Powell [13] and others. Besides that, Birgin and Martínez also suggested a spectral CG method to improve its performance [14] .
Other methods, FR, CD and DY are known to possess strong global convergence properties but sometimes it always leads to failure. Therefore, the performance of HS, PR and LS are known to be much better than FR, CD and DY [15] . Currently, RMIL is considered as the best performance CG method because it can solve the entire test problems and its simplicity [7] . Recently, there are some new methods have been introduced such as
The above methods also give good performances and possess global convergence properties. Further reading and recent modifications of CG method can be referred to Yuan and Wei [16] , Andrei [17] , Iiduka and Narushima [18] , see also [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] and [28] .
Although many new approaches or the modification of CG methods are proposed, still they cannot defeat the efficiency of the older version of CG methods. Some conditions lead to failure and sometimes do not retain the global convergence properties. Therefore, in this paper, a new type of CG methods that is easy to apply while retaining the global convergence of the original CG methods is developed.
New CG Coefficient
A new CG coefficient, k  based on combination of HS and PR method had been proposed. The PR and HS methods are known to have strong global convergence properties and already proven methods. Hence, the objective of this modification is to improve its behavior by combining PR and HS methods. Hopefully, this new CG coefficient will inherit both properties of PR and HS method and also improve in term of number of iterations and CPU times. This new k  is named as NMR method, based on the researchers' name, Nurul Hajar, Mustafa and Rivaie.
The algorithm of NMR is given as follows:
Step 1:
Step 2: (4) to (10) or (11) Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5: Update new point using
Step 6: Convergent test and stopping criteria.
Otherwise go to Step 1 with
Convergent Analysis
In this section, we prove the convergence of this new CG method. First, we have to show that every search direction
. Hence, the descent condition is holds.
The convergence analysis using exact line search is state according the following assumptions [19] :
In some neighbourhood
is continuously differentiable and bounded defined by the level set
where 0 x is the initial point.
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ii.
The gradient is Lipschitz continuous; then, there exists a constant 0
Theorem 1
Let  be generated by the exact line search and let Assumption 1 hold. Then
Let  be the solution. Then by mean value theorem,
And with Assumption 1, we get
holds. Therefore, we have proved Theorem 1.■
Numerical Results and Discussion
In this section, the efficiency of new CG coefficient, NMR can be proved by comparing with FR, PR, HS and RMIL. We use the test problem taken from [20] and [21] . We considered 6 
10
   and stopping criteria is set to 6 
  k g . Four initial points are chosen starting from a point near to the solution point to a point further away from solution point, so that it can be utilize to test the global convergence of new CG coefficient [22] . All problem functions are computed by Maple 13 subroutine program using exact line search. Table 1 and Table 2 shown the comparison of CG based on number iterations and CPU time. Based on Table 1 and Table 2 , all the result obtained will be simplified into percentage as shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively. In Table 1 and Table 2 , 'Fail' means that the failure occurs when the line search procedure fails in finding the positive stepsize then the run was stopped. If the iteration number more than one thousand, we also terminate the program. For Table 3 and  Table 4 , the words 'successful', 'equivalent' and 'unsuccessful' can be defined as NMR has achieved the minimizer with less number of iterations and CPU time, equivalent in number or worse compared to others CG methods. (6, 6, 6, 6) 71.1563 1.5156 1.2969 1.5000 1.3281 (8, 8, 8, 8) 51.9375 1.6719 1.6875 1.4844 1.6875 (10, 10, 10, 10) 79.7031 (8, 8) 0.5625 0.4063 0.4219 0.4063 0.3906
From Table 1 , it is shown for number of iterations in all the given problems, NMR successfully reaches the solution point. NMR outperformed FR in all problems except for problem 5. It is prove NMR is better than FR and RMIL in the entire test problem. Although most of NMR number iterations are equivalent to PR and HS, NMR also outperformed PR and HS in some initial points for test problem 4.
There is no CPU time recorded for the failed program. NMR performs well in CPU time. NMR succeeds over FR and RMIL in almost every initial point. When NMR is compared to PR and HS, most of the NMR's CPU time is better in some of the initial points.
Hence, Table 1 and Table 2 are simplified to Table 3 and Table 4 respectively based on performances percentage of NMR as compared to the other method. From Table 3 , it is shown that NMR has the maximum percentage in number of iterations compared to the other CG methods. NMR has the highest percentage of successful when compared to FR, PR, HS and RMIL with combination of successful and equivalent rate of 95.0%, 90.0%, 95.0% and 92.5% respectively. The combined rate of successful and equivalent exceed 90%. Therefore, NMR is superior compared to the other CG methods in term number of iteration. Table 4 shows that NMR has the best performance percentage in CPU time when compared to the other CG methods. NMR has great percentage of successful when compared to FR and RMIL by adding all percentage of successful and equivalent rates which are 95.0% and 92.5%. NMR is also greater than PR and HS with percentage rate of 70.0% and 80.0% respectively. All comparisons shown the combined rate of successful and equivalent exceed 70.0%. In term of CPU time, NMR can be concluded is much better compare to the other CG methods.
Conclusion
A new CG method based on combination of HS method and PR method for solving unconstrained optimization has been developed. The HS method and HS method are known as the best formula that possessed strong global properties. Therefore, the main idea of this new CG is to have both factors from these two methods. Although its number iterations are similar to PR and HS methods but its CPU time is better. Therefore, we consider that our new k  is more reliable and competitive than the other CG methods.
